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Abstract
We give a general method for computing the cyclic cohomology of crossed products by etale
groupoids extending the FeiginTsyganNistor spectral sequences In particular we extend
the computations performed by Brylinski Burghelea Connes Feigin Karoubi Nistor and
Tsygan for the convolution algebra C

c
G of an etale groupoid removing the Hausdorness
condition and including the computation of hyperbolic components Examples like group actions
on manifolds and foliations are considered
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 Introduction
In the general picture of noncommutative geometry cyclic homology plays the role of compactly
supported de Rham cohomology and is the target of the Chern character The dual theory is cyclic
cohomology which plays the role of closed de Rham homology The pairing between these two is an
important tool in performing numerical computations of Ktheory classes indices
Often the noncommutative space we have to deal with is an orbit space of an etale groupoid
in particular any etale groupoid can be viewed as such a noncommutative space This ts in
with Grothendiecks idea of what a generalized space is  
 and includes examples like
leaf spaces of foliations orbit spaces of group actions on manifolds orbifolds To say what the
groups HP

C

c
G look like is an important step in solving index problems
 
   and in
understanding the connection between the topology and the analysis of leaf spaces here we have
in mind in particular the BaumConnes assembly map 
The computation of HP

C

c
G was started by Connes for the case where G  M is a manifold
 Burghelea and Karoubi for the case where G  G is a group  	 and by Feigin Tsygan
and Nistor for crossed products by groups 	 
 The general strategy is to decompose these
homology groups as direct sums of localized homologies there are two dierent kinds of components
which behave dierently Following the terminology introduced in  these are called elliptic and
hyperbolic components Usually the hyperbolic ones are more dicult to compute and involve in a
deeper way the combinatorics of the groupoid
In the general setting of smooth etale groupoids the results were partially extended by Brylinski
and Nistor 	 for a Hausdor etale groupoid G the localized homologies HP

C

c
G
O
are
dened for any invariant closedopen set O of loops the elliptic components are computed in terms
of double complexes in particular the localization at units is related to the homologyof the classifying
space BG There are some important questions left
 Compute the hyperbolic components
 Remove the Hausdorness condition simple examples coming from foliations are nonHausdor

 Find a way to bookkeep the computations in particular give a more conceptual proof and a
more conceptual meaning of the results
In this paper we answer all the questions above among some others The main tool we use is
the homology theory for etale groupoids which was introduced in  in particular the results are
stated in terms of this homology This leads to various models DeRham AlexanderSpanier

Cech
etc for representing cyclic cocycles As immediate consequences we derive the Morita invariance
the Poincare duality and the functoriality of the cyclic homology of etale groupoids
The approach and the results of this paper owe a great deal to the previous work of several
authors especially Brylinski 	 Burghelea  and Nistor 	 
 The computation we give
for the localization at units is beyond the formalism the same as the one given in 	 to the same
paper we owe the important idea of reduction to loops proposition  The method for computing
the other localizations are inspired by the initial work of Burghelea  the diculty is that the
topological arguments at the level of classifying spaces used in that paper do not work in this
generality any more An older idea 
 that working with classifying toposes ie sheaves might
be easier than working with classifying spaces and this was pointed out for the rst time in our
context in the same paper 	 becomes essential for us With this in mind our job is to replace the
classifying spaces used by Burghelea by suitable etale categories for instance in the case of groups
the diagram in the proof of Prop  in  is obtained from the diagram in the proof of our Lemma


 taking the classifying spaces and the topological arguments by a suitable algebraictopological
formalism long exact sequences and spectral sequences for homology of etale groupoids
We conclude this introduction with an outline of the paper and of the main results
In section  we review the basic denitions and properties of sheaves on etale groupoids and their
homology and show how the Hausdorness assumption can be dropped It is important to point
out that our denition see  of compactly supported forms on nonHausdor manifolds which
was rst introduced in  is related to but not the same as the one given by Connes section
	 in  Ours has basic properties like the existence of a de Rham dierential which are not
shared by Connes as remarked in the introduction of 	 it is also the right object for extending
Poincareduality to nonHausdor manifolds  For this reasons we expect it to be useful also
in other problems which deal with foliations with nonHausdor graph
In section 
 we introduce the homology of groupoids with coecients in cyclic sheaves subsection

 more generally given a cyclic groupoid ie a groupoid with an action ofZon it see 
 we
consider twisted cyclic sheaves for which the usual identity t

n

  is replaced by t

n

the
action of the generator   Z see 
 In subsection 

 we prove the main technical results
concerning these homologies like the Gysin sequence Prop 
 the FeiginNistorTsygan spectral
sequences Prop 
	 and 
 at the end we derive as a simple consequence the EilenbergZilber
type spectral sequence for cyclic objects which is one of the main results in  The older approaches
to cyclic homology of crossed products by discrete groups can not be directly extended to the setting
of etale groupoids we show in subsection 
 how cyclic groupoids can be used to overcome this
problem In particular we extend the FeiginTsyganNistor spectral sequences 	 
 and Nistors
description of the S boundary 
 See theorem 
 
 
In section  we come down to earth with more concrete applications here is a list of them
 For smooth etale groupoids we extend the old results of Burghelea proving that the elliptic
components HP

C

c
G
O
are computed by the homology of the normalizerN
O
of O see theorems

 
 For hyperbolic components HC

C

c
G
O
 we describe a H

N
O
module structure which
identies S in the SBIsequence with the product by an element e
O
 H

N
O
 in particular we get
a vanishing condition for HP

C

c
G
O
which extends a similar result of Burghelea  and Nistor

 For stable Os we also give a more concrete description of HC

C

c
G
O
 See theorem 	
	 In subsection 
 we show how the methods apply to cohomology In particular we get that
the pairing between HP

and HP

is a Poincareduality pairing so it is highly nontrivial See 

 
 For groupactions on manifolds we get the old results for the elliptic components 
 	 and
a new description of the hyperbolic ones see Corollary  
 For foliations we prove that the cyclic homology is a well dened invariant of the leaf space
of the foliation in the sense that the process of reducing to the setting of smooth etale groupoids
does not depend on the choice of the complete transversal see theorem  We also give some
examples
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 Homology and Cohomology of Sheaves on

Etale Groupoids


Etale Groupoids
In this subsection we review the denition of topological groupoids x the notations and
mention some of the main examples
 Groupoids  A groupoid is a small category G in which every arrow is invertible so it is given
by a set G



of objects a set G



of arrows and maps s t  G



 G



for source and target
u  G



 G



for units i  G



 G



for inverse and m  G



 fg h  G



 G



 sg 
thg  G



for multiplication A topological groupoid is a groupoid G with topologies on G



and G



such that all the structure maps s t u im are continuous It is called etale if s is an etale
map ie a local homeomorphism In this case all the other structure maps are etale in particular
G



is open in G



see also  in 	 A smooth groupoid is a groupoid G with dierentiable
structures on G



and G



such that G



is Hausdor and all the structure maps are smooth and
s and t are submersions It is called smooth etale if s is a local dieomorphism We shall denote
m

g h

 gh i

g

 g

and g  c  d to denote s

g

 c t

g

 d The space of arrows is also
denoted by G
 Examples
 Any space X can be viewed as an etale groupoid with G



 G



 X
 Any topological group G can be viewed as a topological groupoid with one object G as the
space of arrows and with the multiplication of G It is etale if and only if G is discrete

 As a mixture of the previous examples ifG is a group acting on a space X the crossproduct
groupoid X

G is dened by X

G



 X X

G



 X G s

x g

 xg t

x g

 x u

x



x 

m

x g



y h

 

x gh

 i

x g



xg g


 It is a good replacement for the orbit space XG
see 

 Many examples of groupoids arise in foliation theory Haeigers groupoid 
q
 or the
holonomy groupoid HolMF of a foliated manifold MF The latter is etale if one reduces
the space of objects to a complete transversal and is a good replacement for the leaf space of the
foliation See eg   	   
 Orbifolds can be modelled by etale groupoids  they correspond to the etale groupoids G
with the property that s t  G  G



 G



is a proper map see 
 
 Actions Let G be an etale groupoid A right action of G on the space X consists of two
continuous maps   X  G



the moment map m  X 
G



G  f

x g

 X  G  

x


t

g

g  X the action such that denoting m

x g

 xg

xg

h  x

gh

 x  x 

xg

 s

g


We shall call X a right G space with moment map  The associated groupoid for this action
denoted X

G is dened as a generalization of 
 X

G



 X X

G



 X 
G



G s

x g

 xg t

x g

 x u

x



x 

m

x g



y h

 

x gh

 i

x g



xg g



There is an obvious similar notion of left Gspace Unless specied all Gspaces will have the
action from the right
 Bundles A right Gbundle over the space B consists of a Gspace E and a continuous map
p  E  B which is Ginvariant ie p

xg

 p

x

 It is called principal if p is an open surjection
and E 
G



G  E 
B
E

e g



e eg

is a homeomorphism
 Morphisms of Groupoids 
 Let G and H be two groupoids A morphism P 
G  H from G to H or HilsumSkandalis map cf 
 consists of a space P  continuous maps
source and target s
P
 P  G



 t
P
 P  H



 a left action of G on P with the moment map
s
P
 a right action of H on P with the moment map t
P
 such that
 s
P
is Hinvariant t
P
is Ginvariant
 the actions of G and H on P are compatible

gp

h  g

ph


 s
P
 P  G



 as an Hbundle with the moment map t
P
 is principal
A nice intuitive motivation of this denition is that P can be viewed as a continuous map
between the orbit spaces of G and H described by its graph see II in  A nice theoretical
motivation is that these morphisms are exactly the topostheoretic morphisms between the orbit
spaces of G and H viewed as toposes ie between the classifying toposes of G and H see 
 for the
precise statements and descriptions The composition of two morphisms P  G  H Q  H  K
is dened by dividing out P 
H



Q by the action of H

p q

h 

ph h

q

 and taking the obvious
	actions of G and H  We get in this way the category of groupoids and its full subcategory of etale
groupoids
 Example Any continuous functor   G  H can be viewed as a morphism by taking
P

 G




H



H  f

c h

 G



 H  

c

 t

h

g s
P

c h

 c t
P

c h

 s

h

and the obvious
actions
	 Morita Equivalences Two groupoids G and H are called Morita equivalent if they are
isomorphic in the category of groupoids as dened in  An isomorphism P  G  H is called
a Morita equivalence cf 


 Examples
 Recall 
 that an essential equivalence is a continuous functor   G  H with the
property that P

 G




H



H  f

c h

 G



H  

c

 t

h

g  H





c h

 s

h

is an open
surjection and the diagram
G
 

st


H

st


G



 G



 
H



H



is a pullback of topological spaces It is easily seen that in this case  induces a Morita equivalence
P

 G  H see 	 In fact we can prove see 
 in 
 or 
 that G and H are Morita
equivalent if and only if there is a groupoid K and essential equivalences G  K  H
If MF is a foliated manifold T  M is a complete transversal   
 there is
an obvious functor Hol
T
MF  HolMF from the holonomy groupoid restricted to T to the
holonomy groupoid It is a standard fact that this is a Morita equivalence

 If E  B is a principal Gbundle where G is a topological group then the obvious
projection E

G  B see examples  
 in  is a Morita equivalence
 Comma Groupoids If   G  H is a continuous functor between groupoids d  H




the comma groupoid d is dened as follows It has as objects pairs

h c

 HG



with s

h

 d
t

h

 

c

ie the space of objects is G




H



H



 and as morphisms from

h c

to

h

 c


those g  c  c

in G with 

g

h  h

ie the space of morphisms is G 
G



H We have a
commutative diagram
d

d 

G



d 
H
where 
d
is the continuous functor which send an object

h c

to c and a morphism g from

h c

to

h

 c


 to g The comma category can be viewed as the ber of  above d
 
c
in the nonHausdor case
It is well known in sheaf theory that usual notions concerning compactness do not behave well
on nonHausdor spaces In the sequel the notions of csoftness compactly supported cohomology
the compactly supported sections functor 
c
or more generally the functor f

 ShX  ShY 
induced by a continuous map f  X  Y see   will have the usual meaning only on
Hausdor spaces For locally Hausdor spaces ie spaces which have a Hausdor open covering
a good extension of these notions is developed in  In this subsection we briey recall the main
denitions and properties
 AssumptionThroughout this paper all spaces are assumed to be locally Hausdor locally
compact of nite cohomological dimension  all sheaves are assumed to be sheaves of complex or
real vector spaces
By of nite cohomological dimension we mean there is an integer n such that every point
has a Hausdor neighborhood of cohomological dimension  n The smallest n with this property
is called the cohomological dimension of the given space
 cSoftness 
c
 Let X be a space A sheaf A  ShX is called csoft if there is a
Hausdor open covering U of X such that Aj
U
 ShU  is csoft for all U  U  In this case dene

c
XA as the image of the map
M
U

c
U A  X
dis
A U  U
where X
dis
A  fu  X 
F
xX
A
x
 u

x

 A
x
  x  A
x
g X
dis
is X considered with the
discrete topology and 
c
U A  X
dis
A s  s is given by
sx  germ
x
s for x  U  and  otherwise
The basic property which enables us to extend the usual results from the Hausdor case is the
MayerVietoris sequence like in  pp
	 for any open covering U of X there is a long exact
sequence  Prop
   
M
UV

c
U 	 V A 
M
U

c
U A  
c
XA   
The compactly supported cohomology functor H

c
X is dened by using csoft resolutions as
in   in particular we dene 
c
XS  H

c
XS for any sheaf S  ShX
For any continuous map f  X  Y and any csoft sheaf A  ShX there is an unique csoft
sheaf f

A  ShY  such that we have the usual isomorphisms 
c
V  f

A 
 
c
f

V A for
all V  Y open functorial with respect to the inclusion of opens in Y  Using csoft resolutions in
ShX one can dene f

S  ShY  or more generally R

f

S  ShY  for any S  ShX see
also  
 Basic properties of 
c
 f

 The usual properties of 
c
 f

in the Hausdor case  
extend to our case by using the MayerVietoris sequence
 Prop 
c
X preserves quasiisomorphisms between bounded below cochain com
plexes of csoft sheaves In fact under our assumption that X has nite cohomological dimension
this is true also for unbounded complexes
 Prop If A  X is closed A  ShX is csoft then the obvious restriction

c
XA  
c
AA induces an isomorphism 
c
AA 
 
c
XAfu  
c
XA  uj
A
 g If
A  	




for some continuous map 	  X  R u 
c
XA then
uj
A
  
    uj







 

 Prop If f  X  Y is continuous A  ShX then

c
Y  f

A 
 
c
XA  f

A
y

 
c
f


y

A  y  Y
 Notation Let A  ShXB  ShY  be csoft sheaves Most of the maps we are going to
deal with are of type
 f

 
c
XA  
c
YB  

 f


u

y


X
xf


y


x
u

x

  B
y
y  Y 
for some etale map f  X  Y  and some morphism of sheaves   A  f

B In other words
 f

is the composition

c
XA


 
c
X f

B


 
c
Y f

f

B
int

 
c
YB
where int  f

f

B  B is at the stalk at y  Y see also 

M
xf


y

B
y
 B
y

X
xf


y

b
x
x 
X
b
x

Rather than writing the explicit formula for

 f


 we prefer to briey indicate the maps f and 
using the notation

c
XA  
c
YB  ajx  

a

jf

x


x  X a  A
x
 
 C

c
for nonHausdor manifolds If M is a manifold not necessarily Hausdor we
put C

c
M   
c
M C

M
 where C

M
is the sheaf of smooth complex valued functions on M  From
the MayerVietoris sequence we have an alternative description of C

c
M  as the cokernel of
M
UV
C

c
U 	 V  
M
U
C

c
U  U  U
where U is a Hausdor open cover of M  and C

c
U  has the usual meaning for Hausdor U the
denition does not depend on the cover U In the same way dene 
k
c
M  by using the sheaf

k
M
of complex kforms on M These are the natural objects with the property that constructions
performed in coordinate charts patch globally For instance this is the case for de Rham dierential
the classical one does exist locally and denes a csoft resolution of C 
C  

M
d
dRh
 

M
d
dRh
    
By applying 
c
M to it we get a globally dened de Rham dierential and a compactly
supported de Rham complex
  

c
M 
d
dRh
 

c
M 
d
dRh
    
computing H

c
M  C 
Denoting by C

cConnes
M  Connes denition of the vector space of compactly supported smooth
functions see section 	 in  it is not dicult to see there is a surjection
C

c
M   C

cConnes
M 
which is not injective in general of course if M is Hausdor the two denitions coincide and have
the usual meaning
 Homology and Cohomology of

Etale Groupoids
In this subsection we review the denition and the main properties of the cohomology and
homology groups H
n
GA H
n
GA of an etale groupoid with coecients in a G sheaf A
 Gsheaves 

 Let G be an etale groupoid A Gsheaf is a sheaf A on the space G




equipped with a continuous right action of G This means that for any arrow g  c  d in G
there is a morphism between stalks A
d
 A
c
 a  ag satisfying the usual identities for an action
Viewing A as an etale space A  G



ie A is the disjoint union of all stalks A
c
with the germ
topology it gives a map m  A 
G



G  A

a g

 ag the continuity of the action means that
m is continuous
There is an obvious notion of morphisms of Gsheaves this leads to the category ShG of
Gsheaves of complex vector spaces cf  If P  G  H is a morphism of etale groupoids
it induces a functor P

 ShH  ShG This construction is natural in particular a Morita
equivalence of etale groupoids G  H induces an equivalence between their categories of sheaves
see   in 

 Examples
 The constant sheaf C  with the trivial action is a Gsheaf The tensor product of two
Gsheaves is naturally a Gsheaf
 The etale map 
n
 G

n

 f

g

  g
n

 G
n
 s

g
i

 t

g
i

g  G





g

  g
n

 t

g


induces a Gsheaf denoted C G

n

 Its stalk at c  G



is C 

n
c and the action is given by

g

  g
n

g 

g

g

 g

  g
n



 If G is a smooth etale groupoid than A  C

G



is a Gsheaf with the action described
as follows Let g  c  d be an arrow in G Choose V a neighborhood of g in G such that
sj
V
 tj
V
are dieomorphisms and put 
gV
 tj
V
sj
V


 s

V

 c  t

V

 d Its germ at c
denoted 
g
 G



 c  G



 d doesnt depend on the choice of V  it induces multiplication by
g  A
d
 A
c
   


g

 As in the previous example 
k
G



the sheaf ofcomplex valued kforms on G



is a Gsheaf
for all k  
	 Cohomology Let G be an etale groupoid The category ShG is an abelian category with
enough injectives  due to this fact the cohomology of sheaves on G can be dened and used via
elementary homological algebra tools using standard resolutions it can be computed by some kind
of standard barcomplexes see eg   

  a brief review will be given in 
More generally one can dene the bifunctors Ext

G
  ShG  ShG  V s V s denotes
the category of complex vector spaces by
Ext

G
AB  R

Hom
Sh

G

AB
with the particular case Ext

G
C   H

G R

stands for the right derived functors  
Homological algebra provides us an alternative description of the vector spaces Ext
p
G
AB by
means of Yoneda extensions see 
  For p   the elements in Ext
p
G
AB are represented
by pextensions of A by B ie exact sequences in ShG
u    B  X

     X
p
 A  
The equivalence relation is generated by u 
  u whenever there exists a morphism of complexes u 
 u According to this there is a simple description of the cupproduct Ext
p
G
ABExt
q
G
B C 
Ext
pq
G
A C for AB C  ShG as the concatenation of exact sequences for the general setting of
abelian categories see 
 pp   pp 	
We have also a simple description of the capproducts for any homological functor  in 
L

 ShG  V s there are capproduct maps
L
n
A Ext
p
G
AB
 
L
np
B
p   n p integers AB  ShG If p  
Ext

G
AB  Hom
Sh

G

AB and 	 is the covariance of L
n
 If p   u  Ext

G
AB
the capproduct by u   	 u  L
n
A  L
n
B is the boundary of the long exact sequence
associated to any short exact sequence   B  X  A   representing u If p   we
iterate the case p  

For any Gsheaf A there is an obvious morphism Ext
p
G
C  C   Ext
p
G
AA tensoring by A
we get in particular an action of the cohomology on any homological functor
L
n
A H
p
G C   L
np
A  A  ShG 

 Connection with the classifying space Any Gsheaf S gives rise to a sheaf
 
S on the
classifying space BG and there are isomorphisms H

GS 
 H

BG
 
S This was conjectured by
Haeiger and proved in 

 Barcomplexes Let G be an etale groupoid Denote
G

n

 f

g

  g
n

 G
n
 s

g
i

 t

g
i

    i  n g
For any A  ShG



 we consider for each n the pullback of A to G

n

along G

n


G





g

  g
n

 t

g


 These sheaves on the spaces G

n

are still denoted by A it will be clear
from the context on which space they are considered For any csoft sheaf A  ShG csoftness
of Gsheaves will always mean csoftness on G



  dene the barcomplex B

GA as the chain
complex associated to the simplicial vector space n  
c
G

n

A with the structure maps
d
i

a j g

  g
n






ag

j g

  g
n

if i  

a j g

  g
i
g
i
  g
n

if   i  n  

a j g

  g
n

if i  n
s
i

a j g

  g
n



a j  g
i
  g
i
 


see 
 for notations
 Homology Despite to the fact that ShG does not have enough projectives in general
there is quite an obvious way to dene the homology of sheaves on etale groupoids by using bar
complexes and csoft resolutions Looking at the classical homology of groups one can state and
prove usual results like long exact sequences spectral sequences etc We review some denitions
and properties we need referring for a more detailed description to  The analogous properties
for cohomology are well known see eg    


If A  ShG is csoft dene H

GA as the homology of B

GA If A

is a chain complex of
csoft Gsheaves dene H

GA

 as the homology of the double complex B

GA

 If S  ShG
take S  A

 A

    a csoft resolution in ShG and dene H

GS as H

G
 
A

 where
 
A
k
 A
k
 kinteger The notion of CartanEilenberg resolutions  in  by csoft sheaves
carries over to ShG and one can dene H

GS

 for any complex of Gsheaves S

 The existence
of resolutions and that the result does not depend on the choices we make are proved in 
 From the previous denition and  we see that any morphism  S

 S


of complexes
of Gsheaves which is a quasiisomorphism of complexes of sheaves on G



 induces an isomorphism
H

GS

  H

GS



 Example If G  G is a group we get the usual homology of groups  If G  X is a
space we get H
k
G  H
k
c
X In general H

G lives in degrees   cohdimG




 The long exact sequence For any short exact sequence   S

 S  S

 
in ShG there is a long exact sequence of vector spaces
    H
n
GS

  H
n
GS  H
n
GS

  H
n
GS

    

and it is natural with respect to morphisms in ShG In other words H

G is a homological 
functor on ShG
In particular we get cf  the capproducts H
n
GA  Ext
p
G
AB  H
np
AB and
H
n
GAH
p
G C   H
np
GA
 Basic spectral sequences For any bounded below chain complex S

in ShG there
are two spectral sequences
E

pq
 H
p
H
q
GS

  H
pq
GS


E

pq
 H
p
G
 
H
q
S

  H
pq
GS


compare to 	 in  In the second spectral sequence
 
H
q
S

  ShG denotes the homology
sheaf of S

 Given S

we dene an element
u
q
S

  Ext

G

 
H
q
S


 
H
q
S


as follows Denote K
q
 KerS
q
 S
q
 The exact sequence   K
q
 S
q
 K
q

 
H
q
S

   denes an element 

q
 Ext

G

 
H
q
S

K
q
 Using the projection   K
q

 
H
q
S

 and the covariance of Ext in the second variable put u
q
S

  



q

 Lemma The d

 boundaries of the second spectral sequence are
d

pq
  	 u
q
S

  H
p
G
 
H
q
S

  H
p
G
 
H
q
S


proof  The spectral sequence is dened as follows  Take C  I

to be a bounded csoft
resolution of C in ShG and put I
k
 I
k
 Then I

S

is a CartanEilenberg resolution of S

so
H

GS

 is computed by the triple complex B

G I

S

 or equivalently by the double complex
C

dened by
C
pq

M
p

p

	p
B
p

G I
p

 S
q

One of its spectral sequences has E

pq
 H
q
C
p

 
L
p

p

	p
B
p

G I
p


 
H
q
S

 and E

pq

H
p
G
 
H
q
S

 From the general description of the boundaries of the spectral sequence associated
to a double complex our boundary is described by a zigzag of length two see  page 	
This corresponds to two boundaries of long exact sequences ie to a capproduct by a Ext

class
the relation d

pq
  	 u
q
S

 becomes a standard checking inside the spectral sequence
 HochschildSerre spectral sequence If   G  H is a continuous morphism
between etale groupoids S  ShG there is a spectral sequence
E

pq
 H
p
HL
q


S  H
pq
GS
Here L
q


S  ShG is a sheaf with stalks
L
q


S
d
 H
q
d

d
S   d  H



compare to the similar result for cohomology 

 pp 	
For q   denote L



 

 As in the case of spaces   the spectral sequence is a
consequence of the second spectral sequence in  and of an equality H

GS  H

HL

S
Here L

S is a chain complex in ShH with
 
H
q
L

S  L
q


S In particular the second
boundary is of type
d

pq
 	 u
q
 E

pq
 E

pq
with u
q
 Ext

H
L
q


SL
q


S

	 Morita invariance Any morphism P  G  H which is etale in the sense that
s
P
is etale induces a morphism in homology P

 H

GP

B  H

HB for any B  ShG
This construction is natural with respect to etale morphisms in particular H

G is Morita
invariant and any essential equivalence   G  H see  induces an isomorphismH

G

B 

H

HB

 Duality For any etale groupoid G with G



a topological manifold of dimension n there
is a Poincareduality isomorphism H
k
G or 
 H
kn
G C 

  k   Here or  ShG is the
complex orientation sheaf of G



 with the obvious Gaction and  denotes the vectorspace
dual When G  M is a topological manifold this is the usual Poincare duality See  for the full
Verdierduality for etale groupoids


Etale categories Some of the categories we will use are not groupoids Remark that see
also  without any changes the denitions and the basic properties we have described so far in
this subsection work equally well for etale categories ie small categories G with topologies on
G



G



such that all the structure maps are etale with only one exception Morita invariance to
prove Morita invariance for 	etale categories we have to take care of what a morphism between etale
categories is see  in 
 or 

 Because of this we need another technical tool when we deal
with etale categories see also  Prop
 it is a variant of a well known principle due to Segal
see PropI in 
 Lemma and denition Let G and H be 	etale categories A continuous functor   G  H
is called a strong deformation retract of H if there is a continuous functor   H  G called
retraction and a continuous natural transformation of functors F  

  Id
H
called strong
deformation retraction such that 

  Id
G
 F 

c

  id


c

for all c  G



and the maps   F
are 	etale
In this case for any H
sheaf A  induces an isomorphism
H

G

A  H

HA
proof  Denote 

 by l Let ! the map induced by 
!  B

G

A  B

HA !ajg

  g
n
  aj

g


  

g
n


Since  is etale 

 ShH



  ShG



 preserves csoftness  so it is enough to prove that
! is a homotopy equivalence of chain complexes when A is csoft Dene a chain map
"  B

H

A  B

GA "ajh

  h
n
  aF t

h


j

h


  

h
n


We have "

!  Id and !

" is homotopic to Id by the following homotopy
h  B

H

A  B


H

A h 
n
X
i	

i
h
i

h
i
ajh

  h
n
  ajh

  h
i
 F s

h
i

 l

h
i

  l

h
n


 Cyclic Homologies of Sheaves on

Etale Groupoids
 Cyclic Objects
Recall 	   some basic denitions concerning cyclic objects in an abelian category M


 Mixed Complexes 
 A mixed complex inM is a family fX
n
 n  g of objects in M
equipped with maps of degree  b  X
n
 X
n
 maps of degree  B  X
n
 X
n
 satisfying
b

 B

 bB #Bb   A mixed complex gives rise to a rst quadrant double complex inM
b

b

b

b

X

b

X

B
b

X

B
b

X

B
X

b

X

b

B
X

B
X

b

X

B
X

It or its total complex is denoted X

 B b The Hochschild and cyclic homology of X

are
dened by HH

X

  H



X

 b

 HC

X

  H



X

 B b

 There is a short exact sequence 
  X

 b
I
 X

 B b
S
 X

 B b  
where I is the inclusion on the rst column and S is the shifting Standard homological algebra
implies there is a long exact sequence 
  
B
 HH
n
X


I
 HC
n
X


S
 HC
n
X


B
 HH
n
X


I
   
the SBIsequence of X

 Using the shift operator the periodic cyclic homology of X

is dened by
HP

X

  H

lim
	
r
X

 B br
 Cyclic Objects Usually mixed complexes are made out of cyclic objects Let   r  
An rcyclic object in M is a contravariant functor X  $
r
 M from the generalized Connes
category $
r
A in 	 That means a simplicial object fX

 d

 s

g inM together with morphisms
t
n
 X
n
 X
n
such that
d
i
t
n


t
n
d
i
if i  
d
n
if i  
 s
i
t
n


t
n
s
i
if i  
t

n
s
n
if i  

and the cyclic relation t
r

n

n
  holds in the case r 
We dene b

 b  X
n
 X
n
 b


P
n
j	

 

j
d
j
 b  b

#

 

n
d
n
 s

 s
n
t
n
the extra
degeneracy which gives a contraction for b

 
n




n
t
n
 If r  let N 
P

n

r
j	

j
n
 B 

 
n

s

N  Then X

 b B is a mixed complex its homologies are denoted HH

X

HC

X


They are in fact the homologies of X

as a contravariant functor $

M respectively $
r
M
cf A
 in 	
For r  we put HH

X

  H

X

 b
For r   the category $

is denoted $ and the cyclic objects are called cyclic objects

 Examples The basic example 	 
 is the cyclic vector space A
	

associated to an
unital algebra A endowed with an endomorphism   A
	


n

 A



n


d
i
a

    a
n
 

a

     a
i
a
i
     a
n
 if   i  n  


a
n

a

 a

     a
n
 if i  n

ta

     a
n
  

a
n

 a

 a

     a
n
 
s
i
a

     a
n
       a
i
  a
i
    
Its Hochschild homology is denoted HH

A If  is of order r   than A
	

is an rcyclic
vector space denote by HC

AHP

A the corresponding homologies
For   id we simplify the notations to A
	
HH

AHC

AHP

AThese can be dened
more generally for nonunital algebras A by using the

b b


complex see 
 
b

b


b

b


A


b

A


b




A


b

N
A


b




  
N
A


b

A


b




A


b

N
A


b




  
N
A A


A
N
A


  
N
When A is a locally convex algebra we use the projective tensor product 
 Example If A  C

M
is the sheaf of smooth functions on a manifold M  we dene A
	
as in


 by taking into account the topology ie A
	

n

 %

n
A


n

 where A
n
 C

M
n
 ShM
n

and %
n
M M
n
is the diagonal map Keeping the same formulas as in 

 with   id A
	
is a
cyclic object in ShM 
If   Mx

  Mx

 is the germ of a smooth function it induces an algebra endomorphism
A
x

 A
x

 Using the formulas from 

 we get an cyclic vector space Denote its bboundary
by b

 The following lemma belongs to folklore A proof is included in the proof of  and  in
	 see also  Alternatively one can extend the methods of 
 to this twisted case replace the
functions 
k
used in 
 section  by their twisted versions 
tw
k

x

  x
k

 d

x

 x



#d

x

 x



#
# d

x
k
 x
k


# d

x
k
 

x




 Lemma We call   Mx

  Mx

 stable if it satises the following three conditions
i M

 fx  dom  

x

 xg is locally around x

a submanifold of M 
ii T
x

M

 Ker

d

x

 Id
iiiT
x
M splits into a direct sum of T
x

M

and a 
invariant subspace
Any germ  which preserves a metric around x

in particular any germ of nite order is stable
If  is stable then
C

M

	
x

 b

  C

M


	
x

 b
id
  

M


x

  

a

  a
n



a

j
M

  a
n
j
M


 a

da

   da
n
j
M

are quasi
isomorphisms of complexes of vector spaces

 Cyclic G sheaves
 Denition Let G be an 	etale groupoid By a cyclic G
sheaf we mean a cyclic object A

in
ShG Its homology G
sheaves as dened in  are denoted
g
HH

A


g
HC

A


g
HP

A


	 Examples
 As an extension of 

 any sheaf of complex algebras A  ShG denes a cyclic Gsheaf
A
	
having the stalk at c  G



 A
	

c
 A
c

	
 If G is smooth and A  C

G



 then we reserve the
notation A
	
for the cyclic Gsheaf dened by taking into account the topology see 
 	
 The standard resolution of C on ShG   


    C G



  C G



  C G



  C  
comes from the simplicial structure on the nerve of G
d
i

g

  g
n




g

  g
i
g
i
  g
n

if   i  n 

g

  g
n

if i  n

and s
i
s inserts units as in  It inherits a structure of cyclic Gsheaf by compare to  in

t

g

  g
n



g

g

g
n


g

g
n


 g

  g
n



 Denition If A

is a cyclic G
sheaf dene its Hochschild and cyclic hyperhomology by
HH

GA

  H

G A

 b HC

GA

  H

G A

 B b compare to   If A
n
is c
soft
for all n dene HP

GA

  H

G lim
	
A

 B br in the general case one can dene HP

using resolutions see 
This is an extension of the denition given by Karoubi for groups section II in 	
 SBIsequences From the general considerations in 
 there is a long exact sequence in
ShG
  
B

g
HH
n
A


I

g
HC
n
A


S

g
HC
n
A


B

g
HH
n
A


I
    
and using 
 a long exact sequence of vector spaces
  
B
 HH
n
GA


I
 HC
n
GA


S
 HC
n
GA


B
 HH
n
GA


I
    
 First spectral sequences Using the second spectral sequence in  we get two spectral se
quences withE

terms H
p
G
g
HH
q
A

  HH
pq
GA

 andH
p
G
g
HC
q
A

  HC
pq
GA


 Second spectral sequences The spectral sequences of the double complex B

GT

 see
 where T

 A

 b or A

 B b give two spectral sequences with E

terms
HH
p
H
q
GA

  HH
pq
GA

 and HC
p
H
q
GA

  HC
pq
GA


 Lemma If the morphism f  A


 
A

of cyclic G
sheaves induces a quasi
isomorphism
f  A

 b  
 
A


 
b of complexes of sheaves then it induces isomorphisms
HH

GA

 
 HH

G
 
A

  HC

GA

 
 HC

G
 
A


proof  this is a consequence of  
 
 and comparisontheorem for spectral sequences
compare to  in 
	
 Assume that G is an etale groupoid and A

is a cyclic Gsheaf such that any A
n
is csoft
From the denition we see that HH

GA

 is computed by the bisimplicial vector space B

GA


so from the EilenbergZilber theorem  it is computed by its diagonal ie by the simplicial
vector space
CGA

    
 
c
G



A


 
c
G



A


 
c
G



A



d
i

a j g

  g
n






d


a

g

j g

  g
n

if i  

d
i

a

j g

  g
i
g
i
  g
n

if   i  n 

d
n

a

j g

  g
n

if i  n

s
i

a j g

  g
n



s
i

a

j  g
i
  g
i
 


Combining the cyclic structure of A

with the one on the nerve of G see   pag 
 we dene
the following cyclic structure on CGA


t

a j g

  g
n

 t

a

g

g
n
j

g

g
n


 g

  g
n

The following is a particular case of 
 in the next subsection
 Lemma If A

is a cyclic G
sheaf such that any A
n
is c
soft then HH

GA

 HC

GA


HP

GA

 are computed by the cyclic vector space CGA


 Cyclic Groupoids  Gysin sequences
In this subsection we extend Burgheleas denition of cyclic groupoids to this topological
setting give some important examples and describe the Gysin sequence which will be an important
tool in our computations of cyclic homology due to the fact that the SBI sequence is after all a
Gysin sequence We also extend the denitions and the results of the previous subsection
 Denition We call cyclic category an 	etale category G endowed with an action of the cyclic
group Z by this we mean there is given a continuous map 	  G



 G



 c  	
c
such that
 	
c
 Aut

c

 for all c  G




 g	
c
 	
d
g for all g  c d in G
A morphism between two cyclic categories G 	 H   is a continuous functor f  G  H such
that f	
c
  
f

c

 c  G




For discrete groupoids this agrees with the old denition given by Burghelea  page 

There is an action ofZon the space of arrows the generator acts as G



 G



 g  	
t

g

g The
localization of G 	 denoted G



 is obtained from G by imposing the relations 	
c
 id
c
  c  G




to be more precise about the topology put G






 G



 G






 G



Zwith the obvious structure
maps It is not dicult to see that G



is still an etale category
We call G 	 elliptic if ord	
c
     c  G



 We call it hyperbolic if for any g  c  d
in G the equality g	
n
c
 g holds just for n   in particular ord	
c
     c  G



 if G is a
groupoid this is the only condition
If G 	 G

 	

 are cyclic categories so is G  G

 	  	

 If G 	 is a cyclic category then so
is G 	

  provided that the map G



 G



 c  	

c
is continuous in this case for any other
cyclic category G

 	

 the localization of G 	

 G

 	

 is denoted by G  G


 Examples
 if G is an etale category then G id is a cyclic category and G

id

 G

 $

 T  where T n  t
n
n
 is a hyperbolic cyclic category with $



T

 $

 If G is a group g  CenterG then G g is a cyclic category with G

g

 G  g 
 If C
r
is a cyclic group generated by  ord  r#  then C
r




trivial and $

C
r

$
r
    r  
 For any cyclic category G 	 G    G



 G Z G
	 Lemma Let G 	 be a hyperbolic cyclic category   G  G



the projection functor
Then for any c  G



 the functor
Z 	
c
  c
which sends the single object  of Zto

id
c
 c

and n  Zto 	
n


id
c
 c



id
c
 c

is a strong
deformation retract of d Moreover it is a Morita equivalence if G is a groupoid
proof  Choose a settheoretic map   G






 G



which is a retract of  and
s

h

  s

h

 t

h

  t

h

 

c

 c  h  G






 c  G




We get a map n  G  C uniquely determined by the equality
g  	
n

g



g

  g  G




Recall  that the discrete category c has as objects pairs

h d

with d  G



 h  c  d a
morphism in G



and as morphisms from

h d

to

h

 d


those morphisms g  d  d

in G with
the property 

g

h  h

 Dene the retraction   d Zby sending a morphism g 

h d



h

 d


in c to ng

h

 The deformation retraction F  

  Id is dened as follows to
an object

h d

in c it associates the morphism F

h d

 

h

 

h d

 

id
c
 c



h d

in
c That  is an essential equivalence when G is a groupoid is obvious
Proposition 
  If G 	 is a hyperbolic cyclic category then for any A  ShG



 there is a
long exact sequence
    H
n
GA  H
n
G



A
d
 H
n
G



A  H
n
GA     
Here the boundary is of type d   	 eG 	 the cap product by some cohomology class eG 	 
H

G



 C  which does not depend on A and is called the Euler class of G 	 Moreover eG 	 has
the naturality property in the following sense for any morphism f  G 	  H   of hyperbolic
cyclic categories f

eH    eG 	
proof  The spectral sequence for  	  E

pq
 H
p
G



L
q


A  H
pq
GA has
L
q


A
c
 H
q
cA  H
q
ZA
c
 
The last equality follows from the previous lemma and 
 or Morita invariance  if G is a
groupoid and is continuous with respect to c  G



 So we get L
q


A  A if q  f g and 
otherwise and this implies the long exact sequence
From  	 we know its boundary is of type d   	 eA for some eA  Ext
G



AA
Recall see  
 that the action of H

G



 C   Ext
G



C  C  on H

G



A is dened
using the morphism Ext
G



C  C   Ext
G



AA u  u  A  So it is enough to prove that
eA  eC   A  Recall also that the spectral sequence we used is obtained from the equality
H

GA  H

G



L

A where L

A  L

A is a chain complex in ShG



 which can be
described as follows we spell out the general denition of L

  Dene
X
n
 fg

  g
n
  g

  g
n
  G

n

 g
n
 G






 sg
n
  tg
n
g

and the maps    X
n
 G



 g

  g
n
  tg

 g

  g
n
  sg
n
 Then L
n
A 




A has the stalk at c  G




L
n
A
c

M
dG



A
d
 C 

d 	 

c
and the action of G



and the boundaries are
a g

  g
n
g  a g

  g
n
g
d
n
a g

  g
n
  ag

  g
n
 #
n
X
i	

i
a g

  g
i
g
i
  g
n

We get the following representative for eA
  A
j
 Cokerd


d

 L

A

 A  
where 


a g


 ag

 j

a




a 	 

 Denoting this extension by uA remark there is a map
L

A  L

C   A a g

  g
n
  ag

g
n
 g

  g
n

which induces a map uA  uC  A This proves eA  eC  A
Denote by
 
L

C   uC  the analogous constructions for H   and dene a chainmap
L

C   f

 
L

C  g

  g
n
  f

g


  f

g
n


It induces a map of extensions uC   f

 uC  and this proves the naturality
 Remark Applying 
 to $

 T  see 
	 we get the usual SBIsequence for cyclic
vectorspaces as the Gysinsequence for the projection $

 $ and the Sboundary as an Euler
class e$

 T   H

$ C  Our description of S in terms of extensions as described in the previous
proof is very close to the one given in 
 pp 	
 Denition Let G 	 be a cyclic category A 	
cyclic G
sheaf is a 
cyclic object A

in
ShG ie a contravariant functor $

 ShG cf  such that for any c  G



 the morphism
t
cn

n
 A
n

c
 A
n

c
coincides with the action of 	
c
 In other words a 	
cyclic object is a
$

 G
sheaf Dene
HH

G 	A

  H

$

 GA

  HC

G 	A

  H

$

 GA


If G is an etale groupoid 	  id this agrees with the earlier denition of cyclic Gsheaves 
	
and their homologies 

 SBIsequence Since $

G is always hyperbolic 
 applies so for any 	cyclic Gsheaf
A

there is a long exact sequence
    HH
n
G 	A

  HC
n
G 	A

  HC
n
G 	A

  HH
n
G 	A

    
 Remark If G 	 is a cyclic category and A

is a 	cyclic Gsheaf then HH

G 	A

 
H

G A

 b one way to see this is by applying the spectral sequence for the projection $

G 
G This implies that the analogue of 
 holds

 Lemma If G 	 is a cyclic category and A

is a 	
cyclic G
sheaf then the 
cyclic vector
space n  H
q
GA
n
 is cyclic for every q and there are spectral sequences
E

pq
 HH
p
H
q
GA

  HH
pq
G 	A

  E

pq
 HC
p
H
q
GA

  HC
pq
G 	A


proof  Consider the diagram with columns coming from cyclic categories
$

   $



$

 G

  


G


   G
$

  
$
$

 G


 

 
G


    G
Here 

 

 


 


are the projections For any integer n   we get from 
 strong deformation
retracts
n  Z n

 n$

 G  G n


 n G  Z G  G
The spectral sequences induced by 

and 


together with 
 give the desired spectral se
quences
 Assume that G 	 is a cyclic groupoid and A

is a 	cyclic Gsheaf such that each A
n
is
csoft From 
 we see that HH

G 	A

 is computed by the bisimplicial vector space B

GA


so as in 

 it is computed by the simplicial vector space CGA

 Dene CG 	A

 as the cyclic
vector space having CGA

 as underlying simplicial vector space and the following cyclic structure
ta j g

  g
n
  t

a

	

g

g
n
j

g

g
n


	 g

  g
n

 Lemma and denition If G 	 is a cyclic groupoid and A

is a 	
cyclic G
sheaf such
that each A
n
is c
soft then HH

G 	A

HC

G 	A

 are computed by the cyclic vector space
CG 	A

 In this case dene HP

G 	A

  HP

CG 	A


proof  On the standard resolution of C in ShG see 
 considered as a simplicial Gsheaf we
dene a structure of 	cyclic Gsheaf by
tg

  g
n
  	

g

g

g
n


g

g
n


	 g

  g
n

Denote it by B

 Sh$

 G and dene L

 Sh$

 G by L
n
 A
n
 B
n
with the structure
maps given by the tensorproduct of the structure maps of B

and A

 It is a standard fact that the
projection L

 A

induces a quasiisomorphism L

 b 
 A

 b it follows for instance from the
fact that B

is a resolution of C and from the EilenbergZilber theorem the SBItrick see 

implies that HC

G 	L



 HC

G 	A

 From this and 

 applied to the 	cyclic Gsheaf
L

 we get a spectral sequence with E

pq
 HC
p
H
q
GL

  HC
pq
G 	A

 It is enough to
make a straightforward remark H
q
GL
n
   for all q   all L
n
s are free  and for q  
the cyclic vector space n  H

GL
n
 is in fact CG 	A


Proposition  elliptic case Let G 	 be an elliptic cyclic groupoid A

a 	
cyclic G
sheaf
For any integer n put A



n
 

A
n
  ShG



 where   G  G



is the projection Then
A





is a cyclic G




sheaf and
HH

G 	A

  HH

G



A





  HC

G 	A

  HC

G



A






and the analogue for HP



proof  Assume for simplicity that each A
n
is csoft in general we work with csoft resolutions
From 
 we have the Morita equivalences  	
c


 c  c  G



 	 gives L
q


A
n

c

H
q
 	
c
 A
n

c
    q   and A



n

c
 Coinv

c
A
n

c
 In particular the cyclic
object A





is cyclic Also the spectral sequence of  degenerates this ensures that the obvious
projection of bisimplicial vector spaces fB
p
GA
q
  p q  g  fB
p
G



A



q
  p q  g is
a quasiisomorphism on the q  constant columns By the EilenbergZilber theorem it is a quasi
isomorphism between their diagonals ie the projection CG 	A

  CG



 idA





 of cyclic
vector spaces induces isomorphism in their Hochschild homologies now 
 ends the proof
Proposition 	 hyperbolic case Let G 	 be a hyperbolic cyclic groupoid A

a 	
cyclic G

sheafThen
g
HH

A

  ShG are in fact G




sheaves and there are spectral sequences
E

pq
 H
p
G
g
HH

A

  HH

G 	A

 
E

pq
 H
p
G




g
HH

A

  HC

G 	A


Moreover HC

G 	A

 are modules over the ring H

G



 C  and S in the SBI sequence is the
cap
 product by the Euler class eG 	  H

G



 C 
proof  That 	 acts trivially on
g
HH

A

 follows by using the homotopy between id and 	 
h  A

 A


given by
h
n
 s


 #  # # 
n

 A
n
 A
n

From the construction in the proof of 
 we get strong deformation retracts
c

 $

 cG  $

 c


 $

 c  $

  	
c
 $


Now the spectral sequences follow from the spectral sequences 	 induced by 

 


see the
diagram in the proof of 

 and 
 The last part follows from 
 applied to $

 G and the
isomorphismH

$

G C  
 H

G



 C  The last isomorphism follows from the spectral sequence
induced by 


in cohomology see eg   



 EilenbergZilber Theorem in the cyclic case As an application we give a new proof
of the spectral sequence for cylindrical objects which is one of the main results in  Recall 
pp 	 that a cylindrical vector space is a functor C

 $

$

 V s Its diagonal is naturally
a cyclic vector space
 Corollary If C

is a bi
cyclic vector space which is cylindrical then the 
cyclic vector
space n  H
q
C
n

 is cyclic for any q   and there are spectral sequences
E

pq
 HH
p
H
q
C

  HH
pq
diagC


E

pq
 HC
p
H
q
C

  HC
pq
diagC


proof  With the same method as in the proof of 
 we see that the homologiesHH

$

 T C


HC

$

 T C

 are computed by the cyclic module diagC

 Then apply 

 to $

 T 

	 Cyclic Homology of crossed products by etale groupoids
In this subsection we introduce the cyclic homology of crossed products by etale groupoids
and relating them with the cyclic homology of cyclic groupoids we derive the FeiginTsyganNistor
spectral sequences These will be essential in the next subsection when we will treat a particular
case of crossed products namely convolution algebras
 Recall that if G is a discrete group acting on an unital algebra A the crossproduct algebra
A

G is A  C G with the convolution product

a g

b h

 

ah

b gh We see that the induced
cyclic vector space A

G
	
see 

 has
A

G
	

n

 A



n

 C G
n

while the cyclic structure is given by the formulas see also 

d
i
a

  a
n
jg

  g
n
 

a

 

a
i
g
i

a
i
  a
n
jg

  g
i
g
i
  g
n
 if   i  n  


a
n
g


a

 a

  a
n
jg
n
g

 g

  g
n
 if i  n

s
i
a

  a
n
jg

  g
n
   a
i
  a
i
 j g
i
  g
i
 
ta

  a
n
jg

  g
n
  a
n
 a

  a
n
jg
n
 g

  g
n

 Lemma and denition Let G be an 	etale groupoid such that G



is Hausdor A a c
soft
G
sheaf of complex algebras If u v  
c
G s

A then the following formula
u  v

g


X
g

g

	g
u

g


g

v

g


g  G
gives a well dened element u  v  
c
G s

A The resulting algebra 
c
G s

A  is called the
crossed product of A and G and is denoted A


alg
G
proof  The element u  v  
c
G s

A is obtained via the composition of

c
G s

A 
c
G s

A  
c
G  G s

A  s

A 
 
c
G 
G



G s

A  s

A j
G
G



G
  
c
G s

A
where the rst map is the obvious one the second is the restriction to G 
G



G which is closed in
G  G since G



is Hausdor and the third is
a b j g

 g

  

ag


b g

g


 Examples
 If G is a discrete group acting on an algebra A then A


alg
G is the usual crossed product
described in 


 If G is a smooth etale groupoid A  C

G



 then A


alg
G  C

c
G is the convolution
algebra of G we use that C

c
G  
c
G C

G
 and C

G
 s

C

G



since s is etale We will come back
to this example in the next subsection
 Denition Let G be an 	etale groupoid A a c
soft G
sheaf of complex unital algebrasConsider
Burgheleas space  B

n

 f



 

  
n

 G

n

 t




 s


n

g and 
n
 B

n


G




n
 
n


  
n
  s




  s


n

 Dene the cyclic vector space A

G
	
by
A

G
	
n  
c
B

n



n
A


n


For the structure maps we keep the same formulas as in  Its homologies are denoted
HH

A

GHC

A

GHP

A

G

This denition is suitable for the main examples the discrete case 

 and the smooth case
see Proposition  Here are some further motivations First of all A

G
	
is the maximal
object for which the formulas in 

 make sense this allows us to use our methods in this general
setting A way to think of A

G
	
is as follows and this is in fact the main motivation Usually
our objects are endowed with topologies in particular the relevant cyclic homology of A


alg
G uses
the topology ie certain topological tensor product  is used for dening A


alg
G
	
 We have
inclusions
A


alg
G



n

 
c
G
n
 s

n
A


n

  s
n
 s  s 

n# 

times
and the vector spaces 
c
G
n
 s

n
A


n

 are the best candidates for dening A


alg
G
	
by
taking into account the topology From the rst half of  we get compare to Proposition 
in 	
 Lemma A

G
	
n  
c
G
n
 s

n
A


n

fu  u j
B

n

 g
So our denition can be viewed as a topological normalization of the cyclic vector space as
sociated to A


alg
G Of course in practice one more step is needed to prove that passing to this
topological normalization does not change the cyclic homology see for instance Prop 
And as a nal motivation for our choice and notation let us just remark that the usual formulas
for the Cherncharacter see eg 
   dene a ConnesChernKaroubi character Ch 
K
alg

A


alg
G  HP

A

G
Because of these we do believe that the results or better the methods we describe here may
be useful to a larger extent
 The cyclic groupoid  G the twisted sheaves A
	
tw
 An important role in understand
ing A

G
	
even in the discrete case 

 is played by the Gspace of loops B



 f  G




s



 t



g the action of G is given by
B




G



G  B





 g

 g

g
Let  G  B




G be the associated groupoid see 
 it is a cyclic groupoid with the cyclic
structure 	 dened by 	    Dene a 	cyclic  Gsheaf A
	
tw
by A
	
tw
 s

A
	
 where
s  B



 G



is the restriction of the source map and A
	
 A





was dened in 
 the
formulas for the structure maps are dened in such a way that at the stalk at   B



with
s



 c the cyclic vector space A
	
tw


is A
	
c

 ie the one associated to the action of  on the
algebra A
c
see 

 Compare to   in 	
Proposition   HH

A

G  HH

 G 	A
	
tw
HC

A

G  HC

 G 	A
	
tw

HP

A

G  HP

 G 	A
	
tw

proof  The nth nerve of  G is
 G

n

 f

j

  
n



 


  G







  
n

 G

n

g
here j is just a notation in order to separate the loops from the usual arrows The isomorphism
of vector spaces

c
B

n



n
A


n

 
 
c
 G

n

A
	
tw

a

  a
n
j

  
n
  a




n


 a




n


     a
n


j


n


 

     
n

compare to  in 	 gives an isomorphism of cyclic vector spaces
A

G
	

 C G 	A
	
tw

so it is enough to use 



	 The groupoids Z
O
N
O
 the twisted sheaves A
	
O
 For O  B



 Ginvariant we dene
the cyclic groupoid Z
O
 O

G the restriction of  G to O Its localization Z
O




ie
obtained from Z
O
by imposing the relations          O see 
 is denoted by N
O

These two groupoids play the role of the centralizer and normalizer of O see also subparagraph

 We dene a 	cyclic Z
O
sheaf A
	
O
in such a way that stalkwise
A
	
O


 A
	
c

    O c  s




see 

 	
 In other words A
	
O
is the restriction of A
	
tw
to O Dene also the cyclic N
O
sheaf
A
	
O
 A
	
O




see 
	 the stalk of A

n

O
at   O is Coinv

A



n

c


 Localization For O as before we can dene the cyclic vector space A

G
	
O
as in 



with the only dierence we replace B

n

by B

n

O
 f



 

  
n

 B

n

 




n
 Og Denote
its homologies by HH

A

G
O
HC

A

G
O
HP

A

G
O
 As in 

	 we have
HH

A

G
O
 HH

Z
O
 	A
	
O
  HC

A

G
O
 HC

Z
O
 	A
	
O
 
and the analogue for HP

 If O is open in B



 there are extension by  maps
HH

A

G
O
 HH

A

G if O is closed in B



 there are restriction maps
HH

A

G  HH

A

G
O
 The same discussion applies to HC

HP

 The following is obvi
ous
Proposition  If B




S
O is a G
invariant disjoint open covering of B



 then
HH

A

G 
M
O
HH

A

G
O
 HC

A

G 
M
O
HC

A

G
O

and the analogue for HP


 Elliptic case We call O  B



elliptic if it is Ginvariant and ord   for all   O
From 

	
	 
 
 we get compare to A	 in 	 section  in 

Theoremelliptic case If O is elliptic then A
	
O
is a cyclic N
O

sheaf and
HH

A

G
O
 HH

N
O
A
	
O
 HC

A

G
O
 HC

N
O
A
	
O
 HP

A

G
O
 HP

N
O
A
	
O

In particular there are Feigin
Tsygan
Nistor type spectral sequences
E

pq
 H
p
N
O

g
HC
q
A
	
O
  HC
pq
A

G
O

E

pq
 HC
p
H
q
N
O
A
	
O
  HC
pq
A

G
O

and the analogue for HH


The localizations at units ie at O  G



 are usually denoted by the subscript  instead of
O We get they are equal to HH

GA
	
 HC

GA
	
 HP

GA
	
 and the corresponding spectral
sequences have at the second level
H
p
G
g
HH
q
A
	
  HH
pq
A

G



 HH
p
H
q
GA
	
  HH
pq
A

G




H
p
G
g
HC
q
A
	
  HC
pq
A

G



 HC
p
H
q
GA
	
  HC
pq
A

G




In the case of crossed products by groups this is 	 in 
 We also know from  the form of
the boundaries d

pq
 This generalizes a similar result for crossed products by groups see Prop 

in 

 Hyperbolic case We call O  B



hyperbolic if it is Ginvariant and ord   for all
  O Denote by e
O
 H

N
O
 C  the Euler class of the hyperbolic cyclic groupoid Z
O
 From


	 
 we get compare to A	 in 	  in  section 
 in 

Theoremhyperbolic case If O is hyperbolic then the HC

A

G
O
are modules over the ring
H

N
O
 C  and S in the SBI
sequence is the cap
 product by the Euler class e
O
 H

N
O
 C 
Moreover the
g
HH
q
A
	
O
  ShZ
O
 are N
O

sheaves and there are spectral sequences
E

pq
 H
p
Z
O

g
HH
q
A
	
O
  HH
pq
A

G
O

E

pq
 H
p
N
O

g
HH
q
A
	
O
  HC
pq
A

G
O

 Cyclic Homology of Smooth

Etale Groupoids
	 Cyclic Homology of Smooth

Etale Groupoids
In this subsection using the results of the previous section we compute the cyclic homology
of the convolution algebra of a smooth etale groupoid
Let G be a smooth etale groupoid Recall that if G is Hausdor then its convolution algebra is
dened as C

c
G  fa  G



 C  a is compactly supported and smooth g with the convolution
product ab




P
	



a




b




 This is a locally convex algebra which is nonunital in
general Its Hochschild and cyclic homologies are computed cf 

 by using the b b

complex of
C

c
G
	
and certain topological tensor product As remarked in 	 the relevant denition is
C

c
G
	

n

 C

c
G
n

with the structure maps
d
i

a

    a
n




a

     a
i
a
i
     a
n

if   i  n 

a
n
a

 a

     a
n

if i  n

t

a

     a
n



a
n
 a

 a

     a
n


In the general ie nonHausdor case C

c
G still makes sense as an algebra see 


Rather than going into details concerning the topology following 	 we take the previous equalities
as denition of the cyclic vector space C

c
G
	
this is the relevant object for dening the Chern
character It is important to emphasize here that in contrast with 	 where Connes denition
of C

c
M  for a nonHausdor manifold M is used we work with our denition as given in 
and this is essential The homologies of the cyclic vector space C

c
G
	
see 
 are denoted by
HH

C

c
GHC

C

c
GHP

C

c
G
Denote C

G



 A it is a Gsheaf cf 
 In the denitions of A

n
 A
n
we take into account
the topology as explained in 
 The following is an extension of 
 in 	 to the nonHausdor
case
Proposition   For any smooth 	etale groupoid G HH

C

c
G HC

C

c
G HP

C

c
G
are isomorphic to HH

A

GHC

A

GHP

A

G

Since G is etale the elements u  C

c
G  
c
G s

A can be viewed as functions G   
u



 s

A

 A
s



and the convolution product becomes u  v




P
	



u






v




in
other words C

c
G  A


alg
G We will simply denote uv by uv In the same way the elements
u  C

c
G
	

n

 C

c
G
n
  
c
G
n
 s

n
A


n


here s
n
 s  s for n times and we use the notations from 
 can be viewed as functions
G
n




  
n

 u



  
n

 A   A
s




s


n



This is the only way we are going to look at elements in C

c
G
n
 With this it is straightforward
to write the formulas for the ts and the d
i
s in the general case
proof of  From 

 we get a projection restriction to the B

n

s in fact   C

c
G
	

A

G
	
which is compatible with the ts and the d
i
s It is enough to prove that  is a quasi
isomorphism between both the b and the b

complexes Denote C

 C

c
G
	
 A

 Ker so
A

G
	
 C

A

 We prove that A

G
	
 b

 C

 b

 and A

 b are acyclic For the two
b

complexes this is standard Indeed for the rst complex we use the degeneracy s
n
to get a
contraction For the second complex we use local units to get local contractions more precisely if
u  C
n
has b

u   then u  b

v where v  u    C
n
   C

c
G



 such that    around
the compact K  fs


n

 u



  
n

 g in G




We are left with A

 b We will construct two double complexes fC
pq
 p   q  g fA
pq
 p 
 q  g with C


 C

 A


 A

and such that all the columns A

q
 q   and all the rows
A
p

 p   are acyclic Of course it is enough to construct A



with these properties the only role
of C



is to facilitate the denition of A



 For this we put for p q  
C
pq
 C

c
G
q
 G
p
 A
pq
 fu  C
pq
 uj
G

q

G
p
 g
and C


 C

 A


 A

 The boundaries are dened as follows
The boundaries for the row p  constant of C



are dened by analogy with C

 b


b
C

c
G
p

i e 
  
d
r
 C
p
d
r
 C
p
 d
r

X

i
d
r
i

d
r
i
u

  u
q
 v

  v
p
  u

  u
i
u
i
  u
q
 v

  v
p
   i  q
We keep the same formulas to dene the row p  constant of A



 To see that A
p

is acyclic for
p   remark that C
p

A
p

 b

 and C
p

 b

 are acyclic this can be viewed in the same way as
for C

A

 b

 and C

 b


The boundaries for the column q  constant of C



are dened by analogy with the complex
computingHH

C

c
G C

c
G
q
 together with an augmentation more precisely dene them by
  
d
c
 C
q
d
c
 C
q
d
c



 C
q
 C
q
 d
c

p
X
i	

i
d
c
i

d
c
i
u

  u
q
 v

  v
p
 



u

  u
q
 u
q
v

 v

  v
p
 if i  
u

  u
q
 v

  v
i
v
i
  v
p
 if   i  p  
v
p
u

  u
q
 v

  v
p
 if i  p
d
c



u

  u
q
  u
q
u

  u
q

The same formulas dene the column q  constant of A



 To prove that A

q
is acyclic assume
for simplicity of notation that q   For any   C

c
G



 dene a degree  linear map of C


by
h

 C
p
 C
p
h

u

 u

 v

  v
p
  u

 u

 v

  v
p
 p  
	
h

 C

 C

h

u

  u

 
For any u  C
p
 C

c
G
p
 we have the naive formulas correct in the Hausdor case
d
c
h

u

  
p
  

t




u

  
p
 # 

t




d
c
u

 

  
p

which can be written in general
d
c
h

u

  
p
   germ
t






     u

  
p
#
#i



germ





 germ
t




      d
c
u

 

  
p

Here i



v
denotes inserting v on the second place and  is the stalkwise product In general
we do not have h

A
p
  A
p
 Fix a metric  dening the topology of G



 Take u  A
p
to
be a cycle From  we can choose 
   such that
s




 t




  
 u

 

  
p
  
For any   C

c
G



 with diamsupp  
	 we see that h

u  A
p
 Now u  d
c
v is
the boundary of v 
P
h

i
u where 
i
 C

c
G



 is a nite set of functions as before such that
P


i
  around the compact K  ft




 u



  
n

 g  G




The following four theorems are generalizations of the computations performed by Burghelea
for groups Theorem I in  In the case of smooth Hausdor etale groupoids the computation
of the elliptic components was done by Brylinski and Nistor Theorem 	 in 	 computes these
components in terms of homology of some double complexes Our Theorem  is an extension
of that result in a slightly more precise form Emphasize also that our proof of Theorem  in
contrast to the one given in 	 will make use of the quasiisomorphism ensured by 
 just for
  id
From 

 we get see also Proposition 

 in 	
Theorem  localization For O  B



a G
invariant subset the localized homologies at O
are dened We have linear maps HH

C

c
G
O
 HH

C

c
G if O is open in B



 and
HH

C

c
G  HH

C

c
G
O
if O is closed in B



 and the same applies to HC

HP


If B




S
O is a G
invariant disjoint open covering of B



 then
HH

C

c
G 
M
O
HH

C

c
G
O
 HC

C

c
G 
M
O
HC

C

c
G
O

and the analogue for HP

 moreover everything is compatible with the SBI
sequences
Theorem  localization at units For any smooth 	etale groupoid G
HP

C

c
G




Y
keven
H
k
G C 
HP

C

c
G




Y
kodd
H
k
G C 
proof  First of all using 
 for   id we get a quasiisomorphism of sheaves on G




A
	
 b

 

G



 
It is well known see  that it makes the Bboundary compatible with de Rham boundary This
 
 for O  G



and  give the proof

Theorem  elliptic case For any smooth 	etale groupoid G and any elliptic O  B




HP

C

c
G
O

Y
keven
H
k
N
O
 C  
Y
keven
H
k
Z
O
 C 
HP

C

c
G
O

Y
kodd
H
k
N
O
 C  
Y
kodd
H
k
Z
O
 C 
for the precise denition of the centralizer Z
O
and the normalizer N
O
of O see 
proof  From  and 
 we have HP

C

c
G
O
 HP

N
O
A
	
O
 From the description of
A
	
O
see 

 it is not dicult to see that A
	
O
 C

V

	
jO
where V is an open neighborhood of O
in B



which is a submanifold of G the existence of V is ensured by the rst part of 
 Using

 for   id and the fact that   C  

M
j
A
 

M
j
A
    is a csoft resolution of
C  ShA for any manifoldM and any A M  we get as in the previous proof the relations
expressing HP

in terms of the homology of N
O
 The passage to Z
O
is ensured by the spectral
sequence for the projection map   Z
O
 N
O
it degenerates since  
    is a nite cyclic
group for all   O
Remark that  and this result ensure us that for any O as in  such that O is closed in B




there is a localized ConnesChernKaroubi character
Ch
O
 K
alg

C

c
G  H

Z
O
 C 
 Denition We call   B



stable if its germ 

 G



 s



  G



 s



 as dened in
 is stable see  We call O  B



stable if it is G
invariant and every   O is stable
Theorem  hyperbolic case For any smooth 	etale groupoid G and any hyperbolic O  B




HC

C

c
G
O
is a module over H

N
O
 C  and the S in the SBI
sequence is the cap
 product by
the Euler class e
O
 H

N
O

Moreover if O is stable
HH
n
C

c
G
O

M
pq	n
H
p
Z
O
 
q
B



j
O

HC
n
C

c
G
O

M
pq	n
H
p
N
O
 
q
B



j
O

and the SBI
sequence is the Gysin sequence for Z
O
 N
O
see 
Remark that if O is stable there is a neighborhood V of O in B



which is a submanifold of G In
particular 

V
 ShV  makes sense The notation 

B



j
O
should be understood as the restriction
of 

V
to O when O is open in B



 this is simply 

O

proof  The rst part is a consequence of  
 We are left with the last two equalities We
prove the second one the rst can be proved in the same way or as a consequence of 
   

	
The proof is an improvement of the second spectral sequence in 
 for the cyclic category Z
O
 	
There we used the spectral sequence of 


 $

 Z
O
 N
O
and the strong deformation retract



 $

    $

for all   O Assume for simplicity that O is open in B



 We have
from 


HC

C

c
G
O
 H

$

 Z
O
A
	
O


Due to the SBI trick see 
 and 
 we can replace A
	
O
by the 	cyclic Z
O
sheaf B
	
 C

O

	

This is in fact a cyclic N
O
sheaf We use see 	 that the spectral sequence for 


comes from an
equality
H

$

 Z
O
B
	
  H

N
O
 L




B
	

where
 
H
q
L




B
	
  ShN
O
 has the stalk at   O
H
q



B
	
  H
q
$

B
	


the last equality follows from 
 We get in this way a quasiisomorphismof complexes of sheaves
on O L




B
	

 B
	
 b b the Hochschild boundary This is in ShN
O
 so
HC

C

c
G
O
 H

N
O
 B
	
 b
Using once more 
 for   id B
	
 b 
 

O
  and the second equality follows
	 Corollarycompare to  If O is hyperbolic and N
O
has nite cohomological dimension
then HP

C

c
G
O
 
	 The case of cohomology
We recall rst some standard facts about sheaves and the cohomology of etale groupoids in
order to make possible an analogous treatment of the cyclic cohomology for smooth etale groupoids

 Cohomology via Barcomplexes We will need a version of   for computing the
cohomologyH

GA for an etale groupoid G and a left Gsheaf A ie A  ShG
op
 cf  This
is well known see  

 or  for a direct approach we briey review it By denition H

G
are the right derived functors of 
G
 Hom
ShG
op

C  We have a sequence of etale groupoids
G

q


q
 G



i
 G 
q
g

  g
q
  tg

 i  the inclusion
here G

q

G



are spaces viewed as etale groupoids as in  We have the induced functors
ShG

q



q 
ShG




i
 


q
 ShGop
i


and i

is right adjoint to i

 Denoting C  i

i

 ShG
op
  ShG
op
 and using the unit of the
adjunction   Id  C we get for any A  ShG
op
 a resolution of A by left Gsheaves
A

CA  CA 

C

A   

From the spectral sequences induced by i

 
q
we have for any A  ShG
op
B  ShG




H

G i

i

A  H

G



 i

A  H

G




q


q
B  H

G

q



q
B
Using also that i

i


q
i

 
q


q
i

 we get
H

G C
q
A  H

G

q



q
A
We say that A is Gacyclic if the left side of the previous equality is  for each    q   in
this case we get that A  C

A is a resolution of A by 
G
acyclic objects so it can be used for

computingH

GA In other words if A is Gacyclic then H

GA is computed by a cosimplicial
vector space with
B

GA  
G
C


A  H

G C


A  G






A
after spelling out the coboundaries we get formulas which are similar to the ones in  More
generally if S  ShG
op
 then H

GS is computed by the the double complex B

GA

 where
S  A

is any resolution in ShG
op
 by Gacyclic sheaves The same disscusion carries over to
etale categories
 Dual sheaves Let M be a space A  ShM  csoft The correspondence U  
c
U A

recall that  stands for the algebraic dual denes a sheaf on M  denoted A

 it is abby even
injective see  This is well known in the Hausdor case and carries over to the general case
 The construction has the property that for any f  M  N continuous and for any csoft
sheaf A  ShM 
f

A

 f

A


When applied to sheaves on an etale category it gives a correspondence
ShG  A  c soft  A

 ShG
op
  G  acyclic
and B

GA

 B

GA


 Currents Let M be a manifold not necessarily Hausdor of dimension n There is an
obvious notion of qcurrents 
q
M   fu  
q
c
M   C  u j
U
 
q
U  for all local coordinates
charts Ug 
q
U  has the usual meaning if U is Hausdor We get the sheaf of qcurrents on M
which is a kind of topological dual of the sheaf 
q
M
 we denote it by 
q
M


 In general we have
two dierent resolutions of the complex orientation sheaf or
M
 
n
M


 
n
M


 
and or
M
 
n
M


 
n
M


    and an obvious forgetting continuity map of
complexes in ShM 


M


 d

dRh
  

M


 d

dRh

Applying to this the global sections functor we get two cohomologies de Rham cohomology with
coecients in or
M
or equivalently closed de Rham homology and the sheaf cohomology of or
M

together with a linear map between them
H

dRh
M  or
M
  H

M  or
M

In the Hausdor case all sheaves 
M


and 
M


are soft and the map above is an isomorphism
in the nonHausdor case 
M


may fail to be acyclic for cohomology and the two cohomologies
are not isomorphic in general The same discussion carries over to the case of etale groupoids see

 Denition Let G be a smooth 	etale groupoid Dene HH

C

c
G
HC

C

c
G HP

C

c
G as the cohomologies of C

c
G
	



Emphasize that these are not the algebraic cohomologies of C

c
G since in the denition of C

c
G
	
we used the topology It is possible also to use C

c
G
	


for dening the cyclic cohomologies
Because of the facts explained in  they give the same periodic cyclic cohomologies in the case of
Hausdor groupoids In the general case the dierence between them is the same as the dierence
between the two cohomologies described in 
Remark that we chose the maximal denition such that we keep the pairing with the cyclic
homology and such that it is a receptacle for Chern character maps 
  And as we shall
see it is computable


Theorem   For any smooth 	etale groupoid G and any elliptic open O  B



which is a
topological manifold not necessarily Hausdor of dimension q
HP

C

c
G
O

M
keven
H
kq
N
O
 or
O

HP

C

c
G
O

M
kodd
H
kq
N
O
 or
O

and the pairing with HP

C

c
G
O
is in fact the Poincar	e
duality pairing see 
In particular the Connes pairing HP

HP

 C induces an inclusion
HP

C

c
G
O
 HP

C

c
G

O

proof  We explain how to make the analogy with the case of homology and get more of the
lemmas we need as consequences of that case The analogue of  we get for free as a conse
quence The analogy with the subparagraph  is ensured by  and  To see this keep the
notations from 


 

 Since our A  C

G



is csoft and since A

G
	
n is isomorphic to

c
 GA
	
tw
 see the isomorphism in the proof of 

	 we get that A

G
	
n

is isomorphic
to 
c
 G A
	
tw


 and each A
	
tw


is injective cf  From this point on the analogy is en
sured by  and the isomorphism in  The analogue of 
 we also get for free just by dualizing
and we get down to the resolutions of the orientation sheaf given by the duals of the sheaves of
forms This also introduces the shifting in the result The identication with the Poincare pairing
is straightforward
We leave the statement of the hyperbolic case to the reader As an obvious but interesting
consequence we have
 Corollary Let O  B



be G
invariant such that it is a disjoint union of manifolds Assume
that N
O
has nite cohomological dimensionThen
 if O is elliptic HP

C

c
G
O

 HP

C

c
G

O
induced by the Connes pairing
 if O is hyperbolic HP

C

c
G
O
 HP

C

c
G
O
 
 At units As a particular case of  we have the localization at units
HP

C

c
G




M
kmod
H
kq
G or
By using  we get the connection with the cohomology of the classifying space But remark that
the result in this form as the cohomology of G gives us more freedom in constructing cocycles For
instance any Gvector bundle  gives its Chern classes c

  H

G in explicit cocycles
	 Group Actions on Manifolds
We use the previous results to describe the homologies of the crossproduct locally convex
algebra C

c
M 

G Here G is a discrete group acting smoothly on the Hausdor manifold M 
This algebra coincides with the convolution algebra of the smooth etale groupoid G  M

G see
 For any g  G denote by Z
g
 fh  G  hg  ghg and N
g
 Z
g
  g  the centralizer and the
normalizer of g and by M
g
the points xed by g Denote by  the conjugacy relation on G and
put  G  G  The loop space of G is B



 f

x g

M G  xg  xg and is usually denoted


by
c
M 
 Any g  G denes an invariant open O
g
 fx h 
c
M  h  gg and
c
M 

gG
O
g

In particular we have the wellknown decomposition see  	 

HH

C

c
M 

G 
M
gG
HH

C

c
M 

G

g


and the analogues for HC

HP

 For any g we have obvious Morita equivalences Z
O
g

M
g

Z
g

N
O
g

 M
g

N
g

In the elliptic case we get
HP

C

c
M 

G

g


Y
kmod
H
k
M
g

N
g
 C 
which with  and  in mind is similar to the description given in 	 Remark also that if G
acts properly on M we get using 	 for M
g

N
g
M
g
N
g
and 
HP

C

c
M 

G 
M
gG
Y
k	mod
H
k
c
M
g
Z
g

as the target of the Chern character This agrees with the target of the Chern character dened in


Assume now that g  G is hyperbolic We have a projection Z
O
g
 	  Z
g
 g of hyperbolic
cyclic groupoids see example 
 in 
	 which induces a map
H

N
g
pt C   H

N
g
 C   H

N
g
M
g
 C   H

N
O
g
 C 
From 
 e
O
g
 H

N
g
M
g
 C  is the image by this map of the Euler class of Z
g
 g This Euler
class is denoted by e
g
 H

N
g
 by the previous work of Nistor 
 we know it is represented by
the extension  g   Z
g
 N
g
 We get the following 
 Corollary For g  G hyperbolic HC

C

c
M 

G

g

is a module over the equivariant
cohomology ring H

N
g
M
g
 C  and S in the SBI
sequence is the product by the image of the Euler
class e
g
 H

N
g
 C  in H

N
g
M
g
 C 
Moreover if g acts stably for instance if it preserves a metric then
HH
n
C

c
M 

G

g


M
pq	n
H
p
Z
g
 
q
c
M
g

HC
n
C

c
M 

G

g


M
pq	n
H
p
N
g
 
q
c
M
g

and the SBI
sequence is the sum of the Gysin
sequences for  g   Z
g
 N
g

Compare to  
 Also we have the dual results for cohomology In particular
 Corollary If g  G is hyperbolic and the image of e
g
 H

N
g
 C  in the equivariant coho

mology ring H

N
g
M
g
 C  is nilpotent then HP

C

c
M 

G

g

and HP

C

c
M 

G

g

vanish


		 Foliations
Let MF be a foliated manifold The holonomy groupoid see  HolMF is a smooth
groupoid which is nonHausdor in general When restricted to a complete transversal T it becomes
an etale groupoid Hol
T
MF As proved in 
 the choice of T is not important when we talk
about the associated noncommutative spaces i e the associated C

algebras The case of their
smooth convolution algebras seems to be slightly more dicult However we have
Theorem 	  For any foliated manifold MF the correspondences
T  HH

HC

HP

HH

HC

HP

C

c
Hol
T
MF
do not depend on the choice of the complete transversal T  so they give well dened invariants of
the leaf space of the foliation These are denoted by HH

MF HC

MF HP

MF
proof  Let T T

be two complete transversals G  Hol
T
MFN and B  A
	
B



be the
constructions from 

 for G the similar constructions for T

are denoted by G

N

B

 Replacing
T by T

T

if needed we can assume T  T

 We have continuous functors G  G

N  N

which are Morita equivalences Since HH

C

c
G  H

N  B b cf  

	 
 and the
analogue for G

 it is enough to use Morita invariance for homology and an SBI argument

 At units For the localization at units we get
HP

MF




M
kqmod
H
k
MF  or
This is a common point between two dierent approaches to model the leafspace MF as a gener
alized space one in the spirit of noncommutative geometry and one in the spirit of Grothendieck
by looking at all the sheaves on HolM F see 
 In particular the right side is the cohomology
of the orientation sheaf of M inside the category of sheaves of complex vector spaces on HolMF
 Examples
 Consider the foliation of the open Moebius band and the complete transversal T as in
the picture Then G  Hol
T
MF has G



  G



   
D
  where D 
     It is not Hausdor and has just elliptic loops Applying  we get
HP

MF    HP

MF  C 
T
 Consider the Kronecker foliation on the torus see I in 
 which comes from the
foliation of the plane by lines of slope   	 	  R Q  Choosing T as in the picture the
reduced groupoid becomes S


ZwhereZacts on S

by rotations by  The only elliptic loops are
the units From  we get HP

MF  HP

MF



and from 
 this is computable in terms
of H

S


Z An easy algebraic computation shows that the last group is C if   f g C  C
if    and  otherwise So
HP

MF  HP

MF  C  C 



A similar result is obtained for cohomology Compare to theorem 
 in 
  α
T

 For Haeigers groupoid 
q
which is nonHausdor the localization at units gives the
homology and cohomology of 
q
 The last one gives universal cocycles which induce characteristic
classes for foliations of codimension q This is the case for the GodbillonVey invariant or more gen
erally for classes coming from GelfandFuchs cohomology It is this nonHausdor groupoid 
q
the
one which provides the link between these topological characteristic classes and the characteristic
classes coming from noncommutative geometry living in cyclic cohomology See  and  So
our result describes precisely this connection
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